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Expedia and Booking.com own 80% of all 
European hotel sales on online travel agencies.
Source: European hospitality association 
HOTREC, Jul 27.2016 



Let’s have a short discussion…

“Does a hotel still need a website?”

Yes, we think this…       No, absolutely not… we think
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Look for a healthy balance...
•Reach guest in exotic markets: China, India, Russia
•Booking dominates in popular destinations: Amsterdam
•Profit from billboard effect

While investing in...
•User-friendly website to convert lookers into bookers
•Bind repeating guest

Over simplified but…
• a 80 room hotel in Amsterdam sells only 25% of its occupancy to Booking.com
• with a 29.200 yearly room capacity
• pays 29.200 * 0,80 occupancy * 122 euro ADR * 0,25 Booking share * 
• 0,22% average commission = 156.746 euro yearly commission

• A user-friendly website cost 30.000 euro, 
• that leaves 126,746 euro for marketing or Booking.com commissions 



What is usability?
Usability means making products and systems easier to use so that the user 
can complete specific task effective, efficient and satisfied...
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How usability improves our daily life
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For what answers are visitors looking on a hotel website?
•Will it make my life better? Does the comfort equals my standard of living?

•Looks for comfort in pictures, facilities, upgrades, reviews, FAQ, USPs.

•Will this hotel save me money? Is this the best price I can get? 
•Prices/ availability should be immediately visible.
•Show that prices are better or equal to competition.
•Scarcity: “only 2 standard rooms left for this price” and “exclusive deals”

•Proximity: Will the location of the hotel save me time? Is it close to my destination?
•The website gives an immediate idea of the hotel its location
•Location, distance to destination, points-of-interests, events.
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Help the visitor to decide in a split second

Is this the right hotel for me?              Is this the best room for me?
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Biggest frustrations in hotel websites
•“It took me 40 clicks to complete the booking”
•“After 15 minutes of comparing I got the message “room not available”
•“The advertised hotelroom of 60 euro was available on 1 day of the year”
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How user friendly are the Breda hotelwebsites?

•3 min: what insights did you found about the usability of hotel website/ OTA?
•2 min: which persuasion techniques does the OTA use?
•5 min: which 5 actions would you undertake when responsible for the hotel?
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Visitors
•Are distracted easily.
•Do not read, but scan quickly.
•Are in a hurry, and want to click further as soon as possible.
•Do not look for the best option, but the most reasonable option.
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From human behaviour to desired behaviour
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A slightly better conversion rate means 20% more revenue
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What makes a hotel website user friendly?
To search, compare and book hotel rooms.

•As easy as possible (little effort)
•As quick as possible (little time)
•As pleasant as possible (rewarding)
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A Behavior Model for Persuasive Design - BJ Fogg



From the orientation phase towards buying
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Persuasion?

•Shine in authority
•Expert choices: “the most popular packages”
•Confirm choices “you made the right choice”
•Give the hotel a face. We like to talk with real people. 
•Scarce hotel rooms are more valuable.
•Communicate value “you save”
•Give benefits for direct booking



Tools to monitor human behaviour and desired behaviour
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• Bounce percentages
• Exit percentages
• Time on site
• Conversion rate
• AB Testing



Improve high traffic pages with high bounce percentage
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Thanks for your attention!

Some final questions?
How do you get found in Google?

What did you found out for the Breda Hotels?
How do you get insights about your customers?

What small things can hotels do to connect with their guests?



Trends & behaviour
•The authentic experience and local content (longtail searches & SM)
•Personal contact with real people (CRM & retention)
•Benefits of booking at the source (extra benefits & friendly website)
•Longtail searches in search engines (optimize for local searches)
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Local concierge service. Small gestures...big impact



Fresh soup during check-in

Give them something to talk about



Big impact...the story of canal rooms

Canal view rooms

Canal view rooms



Example of retention email

Tina Hume ✓ Show that direct bookers get extra benefits and perks.
✓ OTA guest checks in and leaves emailadres and receives drink at bar.
✓ From check-in guest profile will be enriched with guest preferences.
✓ Unexpected suprises and benefits are waiting.

Benefits of direct booking
✓ Best price guarantee
✓ Preference treatment with free room upgrades.
✓ Small customizations and presents during stay.
✓ Book now, pay later.

1 Reservation

Warm welcome & opt-in2

3 Email from the GM


